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The Quest for Excellence
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At Yamaha, we believe that tradition and innovation go hand in hand.

Our ambition is to take the perfection of this well-established instrument to an even higher level. For over a century, the 
history of Yamaha pianos has been forged around our eternal search for a piano that surpasses all others. �ese e�orts have 
culminated in a sound that transmits the emotions of the performer without the slightest compromise; a sound that has 
won acclaim from top pianists as well as recognition from around the world. Music, as with all art, is brought into 
existence through the extreme attention to detail. Here at Yamaha, we combine the latest technology with years of 
accumulated piano experience and know-how, applying our passion and dedication for the art of piano-making to each 
and every instrument, producing a rich and beautiful instrument. 
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The Yamaha Difference

At the heart of Yamaha stands an unwavering commitment to enriching culture with 
technology and passion born from sound and music. Yamaha is truly proud to provide you 
with high quality instruments that have been requested by the world’s most distiguished 
artists and selected by the worlds most prestigious piano competitions. We are delighted to 
be able to share the same caliber of musical excellence for your own enjoyment.

Unsurpassed Expertise
  · Over 125 years of piano making
  · All Yamaha pianos are made by Yamaha in Yamaha owned 
    and operated factories
 
Unrivalled Technologies
  · Leader in technological advances - best digital pianos, Disklavier 
player systems, Silent, TransAcoustic and AvantGrand pianos

Unparalleled Canadian Support
  · Yamaha stands behind all Yamaha products with factory trained 
    technicians and a strong dealer network throughout Canada
  · Yamaha is the world’s top musical instrument maker 
    and leads the world in quality manufacturing with the industry’s 
    best warranty on both digital and acoustic products
  · Only piano brand with a dedicated Canadian head o�ce 
    providing service and support

¥



CF Series

CFX CF6 CF4
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�e CF series represents a pinnacle in the 
evolution of concert grand pianos. Handcrafted 
by elite piano artisans, all three models share a 
beautiful expressiveness and deep tonal presence. 
�e �agship model is the CFX, a full sized 9-foot 
concert grand piano suitable for the largest of 
concert halls. Retaining the same outstanding 
characteristics as the CFX, the 7-foot CF6 and 6 
foot CF4 is excellent for recital halls, smaller 
venues, teaching studios, and homes.

191212275

275cm (9’) 212cm (7’) 191cm (6’3”)



Sx Series

At Yamaha, inspiration is born at the crossroads 
of tradition and innovation. In our SX Series 
grands, innovation comes in the form of A.R.E. 
(Acoustic Resonance Enhancement) treated rims 
and newly designed hammers. �ese expand the 
piano’s tonal palette, giving added warmth and 
depth. Whether in a  conservatory or on a small 
stage, the SX o�ers a richly expressive sound that 
will inspire the player and charm the audience.
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Cx Series

�e CFX concert grand piano was built on the knowledge, techniques, and experience gained during a 
long period, with craftsmen pouring everything they knew into the creation of an instrument that took 
bold new steps in piano design and sonic perfection. �e CX Series is a seamless extension of the CFX 
piano, providing a clear sound with a clean attack, sparkling tone, and transparent harmonies, all encased 
in an elegant and beautiful form. 
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Cx Series

173cm (5’8”)186cm (6’1”)

Pictured in Polished EbonyPictured in Polished Ebony Pictured in Polished Ebony
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G Series
¥

With the full resonant tone and range of classic grand pianos, Yamaha baby grands are an excellent choice for smaller rooms and budgets. Combining rich tonal character 
and design options like the French Provincial and Georgian-style design, these pianos provide the perfect �t for any room.

GB1K
151cm (5’)

Yamaha’s uncompromising insistence 
on superb sound and resonance, 
available at a price suitable for smaller 
budgets. �e compact size of the 
GB1K makes it perfect for any room.

GB1KFP
151cm (5’)

�is beautiful French Provincial-style 
design adds re�nement to any room, 
visually enhancing the pleasure to be 
found in performance.

GB1KG
151cm (5’)

�e stately authority of this 
Georgian-style design o�ers the joy 
of owning and playing a piano, in a 
presence that is both simple and 
digni�ed.

GC1
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With the full resonant tone only a 
grand piano can possess, the GC1 
series provides superior 
performance at an a�ordable price.
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GC2
173cm (5’ 8”)

�e larger footprint and an a�ordable 
price make this GC2 a very popular 
size instrument. With a superb sound 
and excellent resonance, the GC2 is a 
delight to play. 
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Uprights
Yamaha upright pianos are made with the same passion for sound and quality as our grand pianos to ensure you receive 
the best performance. Yamaha produces each and every component that goes into its pianos and every aspect of production 
is carried out with cutting-edge technology and unsurpassed craftsmanship under Yamaha’s own strict standards for 
quality control in Yamaha factories.
 
Each upright series provides you with the best combination of features and bene�ts to �t your piano needs.
 
�e YUS Series takes upright piano quality and performance to a new level. Built with patience, care and renowned 
Yamaha craftsmanship, the YUS uprights have superior voicing, inspiringly rich sound and delicate balance. �e cabinet 
provides superb acoustics to the subtlest note and specially designed hammers provide rich tone. �e meticulous design 
rounds out a piano that enhances the performance of professional and home pianists alike.
 
�e U Series has always been a respected choice among musical professionals and institutions, and today’s U Series pianos 
are better than ever. With advanced sound production design, specially designed hammers, and Soft-Close fallboard, the 
U series have earned high praise from professional players and amateur enthusiasts.
 
�e b Series consistently delivers a unique combination of performance and attention to detail at pleasing prices. 
Yamaha’s renowned, pure, clear tone and easy-to-play responsive touch of the keyboard make these uprights ideal for 
beginner piano students.



Uprights ¥
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b2

With its larger dimensions and heavier 
construction, the b2 delivers a superior 
sound through added depth and 
volume, yet still o�ers extraordinary 
value. 

b3

�e introduction of the b3 sets a new 
professional standard with a larger frame 
and soundboard and higher grade 
hammers while remaining true to the b 
Series philosophy.

YUS3

Featuring a solid high-end 
design, the YUS3 delivers a 
rich, unparalleled sound that 
discerning pianists swear by.
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U1

A perennial favorite among
discerning pianists, the Yamaha
U1 o�ers outstanding musical
performance, setting the standards
by which many other upright
pianos are measured.

YUS Series

U Series
P22

Designed for schools and 
rehearsal areas, these institutional 
pianos are chosen by experienced 
players for both home and 
professional use.

P Series

b Series

l

W: 152 cm  (60”)
H: 121.5 cm  (47 1/2”)
D: 61 cm  (24”)
236 kg (521 lbs)

W: 151 cm  (59 1/2”)
H: 116 cm  (45 5/8”)
D: 61 cm  (24”)  
234 kg (516 lbs)

W: 152 cm  (59 3/4”)
H: 131 cm  (51 1/2”)
D: 65 cm  (25 1/2”)  
247 kg (543 lbs)

W: 153 cm  (60 1/4”)
H: 121 cm  (47 3/4”)
D: 61 cm  (24”)  
228 kg (502 lbs)

W: 149 cm  (59”)
H: 113 cm  (44 1/2”)
D: 54 cm  (20 3/4”)  
194 kg (427 lbs)
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Meticulously crafted from the
�nest materials, the YUS5 o�ers a re�ned 
look in an elegant upright design that 
delivers expressive control, superb sound 
and natural touch through Yamaha’s own
Ivorite® keyboard.
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YUS5

W: 152 cm  (59 3/4”)
H: 131 cm  (51 1/2”)
D: 65 cm  (25 1/2”)  
253 kg (557 lbs)
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YUS1
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Outstanding musical performance
and quality, for those who 
demand the very best sound.

W: 152 cm  (59 3/4”)
H: 121 cm  (47 3/4”)
D: 61 cm  (24”)  
229 kg (504 lbs)
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U3

An expansive soundboard and
acoustic chamber give the 131 cm 
U3 extended power and 
projection, with the peerless tonal 
and expressive control of the 
legendary Yamaha action.

W: 153 cm  (60 1/4”)
H: 131 cm  (51 1/2”)
D: 65 cm  (25 1/2”)  
235 kg (517 lbs)
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b1

Rede�ning the word ‘value.’ 
Retaining Yamaha standards in 
every way, the b1 o�ers the joy of 
Yamaha ownership at a price that 
will �t almost any budget.

W: 148 cm  (58 1/4”)
H: 109 cm  (42 7/8”)
D: 54 cm  (21 1/4”)  
174 kg (383 lbs)l
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Silent Piano
Yamaha SILENT Pianos™ are acoustic pianos with sound dampening capabilities that allow them to be played with 
headphones. Yamaha developed its �rst upright SILENT Pianos™ in 1993 and have since expanded to grand pianos. 
Equipped with convenient functions of digital pianos, such as recording, playback and connection terminals including 
MIDI and AUX, the SILENT Pianos™ combine the authentic sound and touch of acoustic pianos with the convenience 
of digital pianos.
 
Practice anytime, day or night, without being disturbed or disturbing anyone around you.

How do SILENT Pianos™ work?
 
When you shift your piano to silent mode, the hammer shank stoppers move into place to prevent the hammers from 
striking the strings, silencing the physical sound. Sensors detect your key and pedal action and an acoustic sound is 
digitally reproduced and instantly sent to your headphones.
 

Silent Piano Mode
 
Immerse yourself in the natural sound of the piano. When Silent Piano Mode is on and you have your headphones, the Yamaha CFX Piano Binaural Sampling provides such a natural sound that you 
forget you are wearing headphones. Coupled with VRM (Virtual Resonance Modeling) that faithfully reproduces the distinct resonance of an acoustic piano, this technology allows you to immerse 
yourself in the natural sound of the piano without being disturbed by others.

Hammer Sensor

Quick Escape

Key Sensor

Hammer Shank Stopper



Disklavier
Ever since the original Yamaha Disklavier introduced the marvels of hybrid acoustic/digital pianos back in 1986, 
these computer-age 'player' pianos have evolved into instruments that can reproduce 'live' acoustic piano concerts 
and ensemble music with instrumental backings and vocal tracks. �e Disklavier ENSPIRE takes this all a step 
further. Yamaha's unique combination of both acoustic and digital superiority has made it the obvious choice of 
music-lovers, pianists, and educators worldwide. Its easy-to-operate user functions make the Disklavier a breeze to 
customize and automate, always giving you the right music at the right time.

Combining the tone and touch of world-class Yamaha grand pianos with an astonishing range of interactive 
capabilities, the ENSPIRE is the ultimate piano for home entertainment systems, business establishments, or 
educational and creative environments.

 

�e pinnacle of reproducing technologies, the Disklavier ENSPIRE series o�ers high resolution recording and playback paired with the highest quality acoustic pianos for those who want nothing 
but the best. It has the technology that allows video to be played in unison with the Disklavier Piano and has seamless compatibility with mobile devices. 

All Disklavier pianos come with the Silent Piano feature. 
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AvantGrand Series

A real grand piano experience that you can play anywhere, anytime. �e AvantGrand series features the same action used 
in Yamaha's renowned grand pianos, combined with cutting-edge technology that allows you to experience grand piano 
performance at any volume. Touch, pedal feel, reverberation and resonance, all crucial elements that allow the 
AvantGrand series to meet the demands of even the most discriminating of pianists. 

Everything you want in an upright piano. A new 
take on a classic standard, the NU1x hybrid upright 
piano o�ers an authentic upright piano action, 
sounds sampled from the CFX concert grand piano 
and excellent pedal response, making it the perfect 
choice for anyone starting out.

The Upright that Inspires

W: 146.5 cm  (57 11/16”)
H: 99.5 cm   (39 3/16”)
D: 61.8 cm   (24 5/16”)
124 kg - 273lbs

W: 147.1 cm  (57 15/16”)
H: 100.9 cm   (39 3/4”)
D: 53.1 cm   (20 7/8”)
142 kg - 313lbs

W: 148.1 cm  (58 5/16”)
H: 101.4 cm   (39 15/16”)
D: 119.5 cm   (47 1/16”)
199 kg - 438lbs

W: 150.1 cm  (59 1/8”)
H: 102.4 cm   (40 5/16”)
D: 46.3 cm   (48 1/4”)
109 kg - 240lbs
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Top Canadian Institutions
Choose Yamaha Pianos

Acadia University School of Music
Ban� Music and Sound
Concordia University

Conservatoire de Musique de Montréal
Dalhousie University

Grant McEwan University
Humber College

University of Lethbridge
McGill University

Memorial University School of Music
Mount Allison University

Orford Arts Centre
Queen’s University School of Music

�e Royal Conservatory
University of Alberta

University of British Columbia
University of Calgary

University of Manitoba
Université de Montréal
University of Ottawa

University of Saskatoon
University of Toronto

Vancouver Academy of Music
Vancouver Community College

Vancouver Symphony School of Music
Victoria Conservatory of Music

Wilfrid Laurier University
York University

And many more...

“We have been purchasing Yamaha pianos for over twenty years.
�e tone, touch, and consistency of Yamaha pianos have made them
the �rst choice of �e Royal Conservatory.”

Dr. Peter Simon
President, �e Royal Conservatory



Warranty
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Yamaha Canada is proud of the experience and craftsmanship that goes into every Yamaha product and sells its products through a network of 
reputable, authorized dealers. Yamaha Canada has authorized Yamaha dealers across Canada as well as a Canadian service support network to 
assist and answer any questions or issues you may have with your piano. Yamaha Canada is pleased to o�er the following warranty on Yamaha 
piano products:

Piano

Acoustic Grand Pianos
Acoustic Upright Pianos
Silent Pianos (Acoustic components)
Silent Pianos (Electronic components)
TransAcoustic Pianos (Acoustic components)
TransAcoustic Pianos (Electronic components)
Disklavier (Acoustic components) 
Disklavier (Electronic components)
AvantGrand and NU1x

Warranty Period

10 years
10 years
10 years
5 years

10 years
5 years

10 years
5 years
5 years




